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a b s t r a c t
Foreshocks may provide valuable information on the nucleation process of large earthquakes. The 2021
Ms 6.4 Yangbi, Yunnan, China, earthquake was preceded by abundant foreshocks in the ∼75 hours
leading up to the mainshock. To understand the space-time evolution of the foreshock sequence and its
relationship to the mainshock nucleation, we built a high-precision earthquake catalog using a machinelearning phase picker—EQTransformer and the template matching method. The source parameters of 17
large foreshocks and the mainshock were derived to analyze their interaction. Observed “back-and-forth”
spatial patterns of seismicity and intermittent episodes of foreshocks without an accelerating pattern do
not favor hypotheses of pre-slip in the nucleation region of the mainshock. The ruptured patches of most
large foreshocks were adjacent to one another with little overlap, and the mainshock eventually initiated
near the edge of the foreshocks’ ruptured area where there had been a local increase in shear stress.
These observations are consistent with a triggered cascade of stress transfer, where previous foreshocks
load adjacent fault patches to rupture as additional foreshocks, and eventually the mainshock.
© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Foreshocks have been considered promising precursors to examining how earthquakes nucleate and grow (Bouchon et al., 2013;
Ellsworth and Bulut, 2018; Huang et al., 2020; Kato and Ben-Zion,
2020; Kato et al., 2012). However, it is in debate which physical
mechanism, pre-slip (deterministic perspective) or cascade triggering (stochastic perspective), dominantly contributes to foreshock
sequences and mainshock nucleation processes (Gomberg, 2018;
Ellsworth, 2019). In the preslip model, aseismic slip is expected to
occur at the location of the mainshock hypocenter, driving foreshock sequences during the nucleation phase of the mainshock
(Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Tape et al., 2018). In comparison, the
cascade model proposes that foreshocks are triggered by event-toevent stress transfer without aseismic slip (Ellsworth and Bulut,
2018; Yoon et al., 2019).
Debate continues over the two-end-member mechanisms, especially for a few reported foreshock sequences of intraplate earthquakes. Dodge et al. (1996) suggested that foreshocks of the 1992
Mw 6.1 Joshua Tree earthquake caused negative Coulomb stress
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distribution at the mainshock hypocenter, hence the mainshock is
more likely a byproduct of an aseismic nucleation process. In contrast, Mori (1996) estimated the slip area of the largest foreshock
of the 1992 Mw 6.1 Joshua Tree earthquake and found that the
mainshock hypocenter is located outside the foreshock’s rupture
zone where there is stress increase, hence the foreshock sequence
is compatible with the cascade model (Mori, 1996). For the 1999
Mw 7.1 Hector Mine foreshock sequence, an external aseismic transient (Chen and Shearer, 2013) or a cascade of stress transfer (Yoon
et al., 2019) have both been proposed. Furthermore, for the 1999
Mw 7.6 Izmit foreshocks, the existence of aseismic slip driving the
foreshocks is suggested by repeating events (Bouchon et al., 2011),
whereas Ellsworth and Bulut (2018) argued that the “repeating”
foreshocks are actually neighboring events, therefore indicating a
stress-transfer–driven cascade of the sequence. Recently, a combination of aseismic transients and static stress transfer is suggested
by the study of foreshock migration preceding the 2016 Mw 7.0
Kumamoto earthquake (Kato et al., 2016) and the 2019 Mw 7.1
Ridgecrest foreshock sequence (Huang et al., 2020).
Such debate stems from precision of earthquake locations and
subsequent interpretations. Investigating the temporal and spatial
evolution of foreshock sequences at high resolution may shed light
on the key issue. On May 21, 2021, a Ms 6.4 earthquake occurred in
Yangbi, Dali City, Yunnan Province, China, with a strike-slip fault-
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Fig. 1. (a) The tectonic map and historical large earthquakes surrounding the study region. The red star marks the hypocenter of the 2021 Ms 6.4 Yangbi mainshock (May
21st , 2021). The pink and gray dots represent M S ≥ 7.0 and 6.0 ≤ M S <7.0 historical earthquakes, respectively. (b) The seismic stations (triangles) and foreshock sequence
(small dots colored by time) near the Weixi-Qiaohou-Weishan (WQW) Fault. The black and cyan triangles represent the permanent stations and the air gun source array,
respectively. The two fuchsia triangles show the temporary seismic stations deployed ∼1 day before the mainshock. (c, d) Magnitude V.S. Time of foreshock sequence starting
from May 18th , 2021, about 75 hours prior to the Ms 6.4 mainshock. The 3 windows of Period 1, 2 and 3 are colored based on the observations that the foreshock sequence
appeared to be clustered temporarily. The blue, cyan, and yellow stars mark the ﬁrst event of each period. The orange and black circles represent the catalog events and our
detected and located events, respectively. (For interpretation of the colors in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ing mechanism. The intensity of seismic activity started to increase
signiﬁcantly on May 18th , 3 days before the mainshock, including
a Ms 5.3 event shortly preceding the M S 6.4 Yangbi earthquake
(Fig. 1c and 1d). This extensive foreshock sequence contributed to
mitigating the mainshock’s impact. Residents had stayed in tents
or outside vulnerable buildings on May 20th , which helped reduce
the number of casualties. Based on seismic recordings of permanent stations in tens to hundreds of kilometers, several studies
suggest diverse mechanisms driving the foreshock sequence, e.g.
cascade triggering (Zhang et al., 2021b; Yang et al., 2021b) or ﬂuid
ﬂow (e.g. Lei et al., 2021; Su et al., 2021). Temporary seismic stations had been installed within 5 km of the mainshock rupture
plane on May 20th (Fig. 1b), ∼1 day before the mainshock, therefore the near-ﬁeld seismic observations provide a good opportunity
to investigate how the foreshock sequence evolved.
Here we collect continuous data from both near-ﬁeld temporary
and permanent stations and use machine-learning and template
matching methods to detect foreshocks. We then accurately locate
detected earthquakes and calibrate their magnitude as well as derive focal mechanisms and source parameters (corner frequency,
stress drop and source dimension) of the large ones. Then, by analyzing the temporal and spatial evolution of foreshocks and the

interaction of large foreshocks and mainshock, the mechanism of
mainshock nucleation is discussed.
2. Tectonic setting and seismic network
Numerous faults are formed in southwestern China to accommodate the eastward escape of the Tibet Plateau associated with
the collision of the Indian and Eurasian plates (Shen et al., 2005;
Allen et al., 1984; Shi et al., 2018). Among these faults, the ∼1000km-long Red River fault is a profound structural discontinuity,
which is regarded as a west boundary of the Chuandian block
(Fig. 1a). The Red River fault is characterized by a low slip rate
of ∼0.4-2 mm/year evidenced by GPS observations (Wang et al.,
2008) and stratigraphic and geomorphologic investigations (Shi
et al., 2018). Faults with low slip rates can still produce catastrophic earthquakes, such as the 2008 M w 7.9 Wenchuan, China
earthquake (>80,000 deaths) that occurred along the slow-slipping
Longmen Shan fault system (Shen et al., 2009). Nine damaging
earthquakes were discovered close to the Dali-Eryuan region since
C.E. 886 (Shi et al., 2018). Therefore, a large population in the region are at risk of great seismic hazard.
The 2021 Ms 6.4 Yangbi sequence near Dali city is located ∼15
km to the southwest of the Weixi-Qiaohou-Weishan (WQW) fault,
the nearest mapped fault which is considered as induced by the
2
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northward extension of the Red River Fault (Fig. 1a). Because of the
well-known regional seismic hazard in the region, there are many
existing seismic networks. China Earthquake Administration (CEA)
has launched the China Array project and deployed permanent stations with a spacing of ∼40-60 km since 2011 (black triangles in
Fig. 1b). Moreover, to monitor temporal variations of subsurface
structure (Liu et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021a; Luan et al., 2022),
an air gun source that can repeatedly release large-volume compressed air was constructed in the Binchuan basin, Yunnan since
April 2011 (Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2020). After the operation of the air gun source in Yunnan, intermediate-period seismic
stations (Guralp CMG-40 T) have also been deployed to complement the permanent seismic network (cyan triangles in Fig. 1b),
some of which well covered the 2021 earthquake rupture.
Importantly, due to the sudden increase of seismicity on May
18th , temporary seismic stations within ∼5 km to the sequence
have been installed by Yunnan Earthquake Administration on May
20th to monitor the earthquakes (fuchsia triangles in Fig. 1b). In
this study, we collected continuous data from 26 stations within
60 km of the epicentral area, starting from May 1st 2021, including
5 permanent broadband stations of the Chinese Seismic Network
(CSN), 19 air-gun array stations of Dali Experiment Center, and
the 2 temporary stations temporarily deployed ∼1 days before the
Yangbi mainshock (Fig. 1b). All stations are equipped with seismometers with a sampling rate of 100 Hz.

cross-correlation-derived differential times were then used for the
relocation, with the minimum number of 8 for the differential time
measurements per event pair and the maximum separation of 10
km. We adopted the bootstrapping method to compute the relative location errors, during which we relocated the events 200
times while resampling the differential travel times (Waldhauser
and Ellsworth, 2000). The horizontal minor/major axes and vertical
projections of the 95% conﬁdence ellipsoids have median values
of 102, 147 and 216 m in the east-west, north-south, and vertical directions, respectively (Fig. S2). To estimate relative location
uncertainties of the 17 largest foreshocks and the mainshock, we
also ran hypoDD in the singular value decomposition (SVD) mode.
Location uncertainties were within the range of 21-47 m, 2486 m, 105-736 m in E-W, N-S, and vertical directions (error bars
in Fig. 6). The ﬁnal relocated catalog contains 796 foreshocks with
magnitude of -0.1-5.3 and b value of 0.55 (Fig. S3). The magnitude
of newly detected event were estimated based on average amplitude ratio (R) of maximum vertical amplitudes between newly
detected events and the nearest catalog event with a known magnitude (M 0 ) (Yang et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2019).

M det = M 0 + log10 ( R )

(1)

To search for possible repeating earthquakes, we also calculated
the maximum cross-correlation coeﬃcient (CC) between all waveform pairs for relocated events, with data processing steps similar
to previous studies (Huang et al., 2020; Peng and Zhao, 2009). The
3-component seismograms were ﬁltered with a frequency band of
1-20 Hz, starting from 2 sec before and 8 sec after the picked
or theoretical P -wave arrival times. We deﬁned the candidate repeater pairs with CC ≥ 0.95 on at least 3 stations and found no
relocated event pair meeting the criteria. Noted that we did not
ﬁnd repeating earthquakes during such a relatively short period,
but cannot deny the possibility of the existence of repeating earthquakes in the long term. Detecting potential repeating earthquakes
in a much longer time window (e.g. several years) with long-term
templates can be an interesting future topic to study the long-term
slip behavior along the fault.

3. Earthquake detection and locations
We ﬁrst adopted EQTransformer (Mousavi et al., 2020), a deepneural-network-based picker, for detecting earthquakes and picking their P - and S-arrival times (Fig. S1). Three-component seismograms with a sampling rate of 100 Hz and 30-s time segments,
with 50% overlap between consecutive segments, were provided as
input for EQTransformer. We only retained picks above the probability threshold of 0.1 for P - and S-phase and detection threshold
of 0.2 for events. We then associated the phase picks with individual events using the Rapid Earthquake Association and Location
package (REAL) (Zhang et al., 2019). Only events with at least 6
phases, including at least 2 P - and 2 S-phases were retained. The
events were preliminarily located at the grid with the maximum
number of seismic picks or the grid with the smallest travel time
residual if multiple grids have the same number of picks.
We then applied the template matching method using the relocated foreshocks from Zhang et al. (2021b) and newly detected
events as templates. A 1-20 Hz bandpass ﬁle was applied to both
the template and continuous data. We used P (1 s before to 4 s
after the arrival) and S waves (3 s before to 5 s after the arrival)
signal windows on three channels to cross correlate with the continuous data (Yang et al., 2009; Peng and Zhao, 2009). A phase was
detected if the cross coeﬃcient exceeded 0.5 on one single station.
We combined the detected phases and removed all duplicate detections if their detecting time overlap (i.e. within ±1 s). We then
associated the phase picks using the REAL package with same parameters as the previous process.
We then located the associated events with at least 2 P and 2 S-picks and 6 total picks with the Hypoinverse algorithm
(Klein, 2002) using a 1D velocity model (Zhang et al., 2021b).
Double-difference method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) was
then used to relocate the events, with a total of 621,098 P − and
521,995 S-phase differential times built from phase picks. We also
measured differential travel times by cross-correlating P and S
waveforms of −1.0 to 1.5 s and −1.5 to 2.5 s, respectively (ﬁltered at 1-20 Hz, with 100 Hz sampling rate) and obtained a
total of 116,583 P - and 55,567 S-phase differential times with the
cross-correlation coeﬃcients larger than 0.6. Both pick-derived and

4. Spatiotemporal pattern of foreshocks
A total of 796 events with the magnitude of -0.1-5.3 were relocated, which was about a fourfold increase in the number of foreshocks than reported in the CEA catalog. The foreshock sequence
revealed a complicated sequence of foreshocks, but no repeating
earthquakes were observed according to our criteria in the period
from May 1st to May 21st , 2021. Most foreshocks were located linearly on the southwestern side of the WQW fault (Fig. 1b). The
foreshock sequence became intense starting from May 18th , which
was ∼75 hours before the Ms 6.4 mainshock (Fig. 1c). Based on
their apparent timings, we divided the ∼75-hour-long foreshock
sequence into three periods (Figs. 1c & 1d). Based on their spatial
pattern, we divided the mainshock ruptured fault into zone 1, 2, 3
from northwest to southeast, with reference to the M L 3.8 and Ms
4.5 earthquakes (the ﬁrst event during periods 1, 2, respectively)
(Fig. 2a).
The ﬁrst period (75-50 hours before mainshock) started with
an M L 3.8 foreshock (f1) that occurred ∼6.4 km southeast of the
M S 6.4 mainshock (Fig. 2a & Fig. 3a) on May 18th . Notably, the f1
event nucleated at a depth of ∼6.2 km, deeper than most subsequent events and mainshock (Fig. 2d). In the following 25 hours,
the foreshocks ruptured zone 2 (a small area between 4-7 km to
the mainshock). The seismicity front showed northwest migration
towards the mainshock during the beginning 5 hours, propagating
about 2 km along the fault toward the northwest (migration speed:
3
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Fig. 2. Spatial-temporal evolution of the foreshock sequence colored by their original time relative to the M S 6.4 mainshock (the dark red star) in three time periods: (a) -75
to -50 hours, (b) -50 to -1 hours, (c) -1 to 0 hours. The circle size is scaled by the magnitude. The blue, cyan, and yellow stars mark the ﬁrst event of each period. The
black dashed line represents the rupturing fault. (d, f, h) The fault-parallel cross-section of seismicity in each period. The background color and contours represent the slip of
mainshock rupture (Guo et al., 2022). (e, g, i) The fault-perpendicular cross-section of seismicity in each period. The histograms in gray color show the distribution of event
account.

9.6 km/d), but then the events stopped within zone 2. These events
within zone 2 exhibited an apparent width of ∼1 km on surface
projection, delineated a nearly vertical fault plane (Figs. 2a, 2d, 2e).
Note that the seismicity rate exhibited a signiﬁcant increase immediately after the M L 3.8 event, and then gradually decayed with
time and became quiescent at the end of this period (-60 to -50
hours) (Fig. 3c).
The foreshock sequence became active again after the Ms 4.5
foreshock (f7) occurred at the northwest margin of zone 2 (Fig. 2b).
Immediately following the Ms 4.5 event (within 0.2 hours), many
smaller magnitude earthquakes were scattered promptly among
the entire zone 1 (∼4 km) (Figs. 2b, 3a, 3d). The period 2 sequence then mainly concentrated within 0-7 km to the mainshock,
occupying both zone 1 and zone 2. Interestingly, the frequency of
foreshocks in both zone 1 and zone 2 abruptly increased right after
the Ms 4.5 event, but decayed with time after the event (Fig. 3c).
After a relatively quiescent period from -15 to -1 hour before
mainshock, the events of the third period (-1-0 hour) ruptured
back to the initial failure zone, starting with an Ms 4.3 foreshock
(f13) that occurred close to the ﬁrst M L 3.8 earthquake (Fig. 2c
& Fig. 3a). About 25 min later, an Ms 5.3 event (f14), the largest
foreshock in this earthquake sequence struck the region. Immediately after the Ms 5.3 earthquake, scattered seismicity in zone 3
emerged (Fig. 2c & Fig. 3). 27 min after the largest Ms 5.3 foreshock, the mainshock ruptured initiating from the northwestern
side of the fault and propagating towards the southeast (Lei et al.,
2021). Most events during period 3 were located on a previously
unknown branch fault at the southeastern end of the main fault or
off the main rupture fault. Overall, the entire 75-hour-long foreshock sequence appeared to migrate to shallower depths at the
initial phase (Fig. 2d and Fig. 6), and exhibited a northwest migra-

tion towards the mainshock during the beginning of period 1. Then
foreshocks occurrence was intermittent within zone 1 and 2, then
ruptured back to the initial failure zone and scattered during the
ﬁnal hour before the mainshock (period 3).
5. Focal mechanisms, rupture area and stress perturbations
To derive source parameters of the main foreshocks, we used all
available local and regional stations within 400 km. Focal mechanism solutions of 3 largest foreshocks (f4, f7, f14) were derived
from the Cut-And-Paste (CAP) method, and an additional 14 focal
mechanism solutions of M > 2.8 foreshocks were determined with
the HASH algorithm (Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002) using the P wave polarity of at least 20 stations with an azimuthal gap less
than 90◦ (Fig. S4). The source parameters of the 17 foreshocks
(f1-f17) and the mainshock (m18) were listed in Table S1. We
reconstructed the fault plane (Fig. S5) using the L1 norm to ﬁt
located events after removing obvious off-fault events (Yang et al.,
2009). The best-ﬁtting plane has a strike (134◦ ) and dip (84◦ ), consistent with those from available moment tensor solutions for the
main events (strike=140◦ , dip=84◦ ) (Fig. 4 and Fig. S6).
Most foreshocks and the mainshock hypocenter were located
roughly linearly on the southwestern side of the WQW fault
(Fig. 1b), delineating a SE-trending fault plane, consistent with
the SE-trending nodal plane of the mainshock focal mechanism
(Fig. 4). Although most foreshocks showed similar strike-slip faulting mechanisms with the mainshock, the largest Mw 5.2 foreshock
(f14) and f13 exhibited different focal mechanisms with appreciable normal faulting components (Fig. 4). Moreover, Lei et al.
(2021) suggest that the largest foreshock (f14) ruptured northeastward unilaterally on a northeast-trending conjugate fault (fault 3
4
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Fig. 3. (a) Space-time diagram of the foreshocks along fault strike distance. Distance is taken along the fault strike direction with 0 km corresponding to the hypocenter
of the Ms 6.4 mainshock. The gray-scale shadows mark the ranges of three zones. (b) Distribution of event number along fault strike distance during three time periods.
(c) Variation of event number with time within three zones. (d, e) Enlarged two time windows in (a).

Fig. 4. The distribution of relocated foreshocks (colored by their original time relative to the M S 6.4 mainshock) and focal mechanisms of 17 large foreshocks and the
mainshock. Event IDs labeled near beach balls are corresponding to Table S1.

in Fig. 4). The largest foreshock (f14) increased the Coulomb stress
by 0.5 bar at the mainshock focal location (Fig. S7), which is consistent with the result in Lei et al. (2021). The stress perturbation
on the mainshock hypocenter caused by the largest foreshock is
relatively small compared to the accumulated stress perturbation
of other foreshocks (see next part), mainly because of the far distance. In addition, foreshocks f15 and f16 locate on a branch fault
(fault 2 in Fig. 4) at the southeastern end of the main fault. It
is likely that foreshocks f13, f14, f15 and f16 were located on
different faults instead of the primary fault plane. We therefore
considered events f1-12 and f17 to be on the main fault (fault
1) and modeled their source dimensions and static stress change
to better understand the interactions between the foreshocks and
mainshock hypocentre.

To explore the rupture areas of the main foreshocks and inspect
how they overlap, we calculated the source patch size by assuming
a circular rupture model. We started by estimating the corner frequency ( f c ) from the spectrum of the seismic source for the largest
foreshocks (Fig. 5), following the spectral ratio method (Onwuemeka et al., 2018; Yoon et al., 2019). The spectral ratio method
is based on an empirical Green’s function (EGF) approach, which
uses two close earthquakes with similar waveforms, one larger (the
master event) and one smaller (the EGF event). This method can
cancel out non-source-related effects by taking their spectral ratio
at a common station, leaving behind the source feature (Abercrombie, 2015). We ﬁrst selected EGF events for each master event with
a distance ≤3 km and the cross-correlation coeﬃcient threshold of
0.5 over a time window of 2 sec before and 8 sec after P arrivals.
5
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Fig. 5. Source parameter estimation for the f1 foreshock (the master event) with an EGF approach, using the spectral ratio method. Each plot has a spectral ratio estimate
between the master event (f1 foreshock) and a different EGF event (smaller foreshock). Spectral ratio estimates at a given station (thin colored lines labeled by station) are
used to calculate the average spectral ratio (thick black dashed line), which is ﬁt to a Boatwright spectral model (thick green dashed line) to estimate the master event corner
frequency fc1 , EGF event corner frequency fc2 .

The magnitude difference between master events and EGF events
is greater than 1. At the broadband stations (Fig. 1, black triangles),
we took a 3-s to 4-s time window around the S arrival to calculate the spectrum for each event. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of each event was calculated using a 2-s time window for both
the pre-event arrival (noise) and the S wave, and events with SNR
lower than 2 were discarded. We divided the spectrum of a master
event by the spectrum of an EGF event to get the spectral ratio at
each station, then computed the logarithmic average spectral ratio
over the stations. To estimate the corner frequencies f cm and f ce
for the master and EGF events, we ﬁtted the average spectral ratio
to a Boatwright spectral model (Boatwright, 1978)

( f ) =

m
0
e0

⎡
⎣



γ n  ⎤1/γ



γ n  ⎦

1 + f / f ce

1 + f / f cm

Assuming a circular crack model (Eshelby, 1957), the source radius R is given by

R=

kβ

(3)

fc

where f c is corner frequency, β = 3.5 km/s for the average S wave
velocity at the foreshock depth and k is a constant relating corner
frequency to source dimension, depending on the particular theoretical rupture model. Since the choice of the value of k affects
the estimation of stress drop, we calculated the source radius for
one intermediate value, k = 0.32 for S waves in Sato and Hirasawa
(1973) model, and two end-member rupture models (k = 0.37 for
S waves in the Brune (1970) model, k = 0.21 for S waves in the
Madariaga (1976) model) to represent a range of possible source
dimensions (Table S1). We estimated the seismic moment (M0 )
based on the magnitude (M) using the equation

(2)

log10 ( M 0 ) = 1.5M + 9.05

(4)

The stress drop can be computed from the equation

where “m” and “e” superscripts refer to the master event and EGF
event, respectively. 0 is the long-period spectra amplitude, f is
frequency, f c is corner frequency, n is the spectra falloff rate, and
γ is a factor that controls the sharpness of the spectrum corner.
We allowed n to be determined between 2 and 3 and γ between
1 and 2 (Onwuemeka et al., 2018).

σ =

7

1

16

R

3

M0

Assuming the shear modulus
estimated by
6

(5)

μ = 30 GPa, the average slip D is
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6. Discussion
Several studies have suggested diverse mechanisms driving the
2021 Yangbi foreshock sequence, but the evolution of this foreshock sequence and the triggering mechanism of the mainshock
is yet to be understood. For example, cascade triggering is suggested because of the lack of consistent seismicity migration toward the mainshock, few foreshocks spatially close to the mainshock (Zhang et al., 2021b), and positive stress perturbation by
the largest foreshock at the Ms 6.4 mainshock’s hypocentral region (Yang et al., 2021b). In comparison, Lei et al. (2021) suggest
that the Yangbi earthquake sequence is affected by deep ﬂuids
based on active seismicity corresponding with tidal modulation. In
this study, we obtain an accurate earthquake catalog during the
2021 Ms 6.4 Yangbi earthquake sequence. By analyzing the spatiotemporal evolution of the foreshock sequence and the relationship
among source dimensions of main events, we discuss their implications for the nucleation processes of the Ms 6.4 earthquake.
If a pre-slip process near the nucleation zone of the mainshock controls the foreshocks, concentrated and repeated seismicity is expected during the accelerating slip (earthquake nucleation)
(Fig. 7a). Numerical simulations and laboratory analogue experiments ﬁnd a phase of slip acceleration preceding the mainshock
dynamic rupture (earthquake nucleation) (Ampuero and Rubin,
2008; McLaskey, 2019; Ohnaka and Shen, 1999), which is supported by some observations in nature that a phase of pre-slip
could accelerate into dynamic rupture (Tape et al., 2018). Companied accelerating foreshock activities before mainshocks are supported by laboratory models (Ohnaka and Shen, 1999; Scholz,
1968) and observations (Tape et al., 2018). Moreover, the localizing foreshocks near the nucleation zone are also evidenced in
nature by both long-term (several years) and short-term (a few
days) localization of foreshocks onto a narrower zone preceding a
mainshock (Ben-Zion and Zaliapin, 2020; Savage et al., 2017). However, the 75-hour-long foreshock sequence of the Ms 6.4 Yangbi
earthquake shows neither an accelerating nor localizing pattern
with time leading up to the mainshock, which is not supportive
of the pre-slip mechanism.
Except for small foreshocks, the relative location uncertainties
are small compared to the largest foreshocks’ source dimensions,
allowing us to consider how the earthquake source patches overlap. Despite different source model assumptions (Fig. 6 and Figs.
S8-S10), the source dimensions did not change too much although
the stress drops vary signiﬁcantly. The main large foreshocks ruptured distinct areas on the fault (Fig. 6 and Fig. S11), therefore
they were unlikely to have been driven by a slow slip event (fault
creep). Most foreshocks ruptured adjacent to or only partially overlapped with ruptured areas of previous events, and the Ms 6.4
mainshock eventually nucleated near the edge of the foreshock
zone with increased shear stress. Studies of earthquake triggering
elsewhere indicate that static stress change can trigger earthquakes
out to several source radii (Ellsworth and Bulut, 2018; Shearer,
2012). Therefore, the adjacent ruptures may indicate either static
or/and dynamic stress triggering from foreshocks to foreshocks,
and then to the mainshock, which is consistent with the cascade
model (Fig. 7b).
It has also been suggested that microearthquakes can be triggered by underlying physical processes, such as ﬂuid ﬂow (Noir et
al., 1997; Chen et al., 2012) or external aseismic slip (Kato et al.,
2012; Kato and Nakagawa, 2014). Increasing pore ﬂuid pressure
leads to the reduction in faults’ frictional strength, which plays
an important role in earthquake generation (Terakawa et al., 2012;
Yoshida et al., 2017). If ﬂuid ﬂow is responsible for earthquake migration, the seismicity should propagate directionally with the ﬂuid
front with the migration rate decaying with time (Figs. 7c and 7d),
despite a large range of diffusivities (0.01-10 m2 /s) (Chen et al.,

Fig. 6. Cumulative static stress change (MPa) on fault plane from thirteen largest
foreshocks in time order (black-and-white beach balls in Fig. 4). The source radius
is estimated assuming k = 0.32 for S waves in Sato and Hirasawa (1973) model.
Event IDs are labeled near hypocenters, which is corresponding to Table S1. The red
star marks the mainshock, where previous foreshocks increased the shear stress by
0.38 MPa (3.8 bar). Black bars show the location uncertainties from SVD inversion
of HypoDD algorithm. Models for slip and the cumulative static stress change were
from Andrews (1980) (see Method).

D=

M0

(6)

μπ R 2

We then modeled the slip within the circular fault rupture using
this function from Andrews (1980):

d (r ) =

⎧ 
⎨

D 1−

⎩ 0,

 r 2  32
R

, r<R

(7)

r>R

The static shear stress changes caused by the large foreshocks were
then estimated following Andrews (1980) adopting the slip function from equation (7). A model of the slip and stress change
functions of an earthquake is constructed in the Fourier transform domain: taking the Fourier transform of equation (7) gets
slip transform D(k). Multiplying D(k) by static stiffness gives the
stress transform, then taking inverse Fourier transformation yields
the stress ﬁeld (Andrews, 1980). The shear stress decreases within
the source radius of each event, and increases but decays rapidly
exterior to the source.
According to the estimated source parameters under different
model assumptions, most of the foreshock ruptured patches are
adjacent to or only partially overlap with each other. The Ms 6.4
hypocenter is located outside, near the edge of the rupture zone of
the foreshocks (Fig. 6 and Figs. S8-S10). Based on the Brune model,
stress drops vary from 0.52 to 15.75 MPa (Table S1). Eventually
the mainshock nucleates at a location where previous foreshocks
have increased the shear stress by 1.01 MPa (10.1 bar) (Fig. S8).
In comparison, based on the Madariaga model, stress drops vary
from 2.84 to 86.12 MPa (Table S1) with a cumulative shear stress
increase of 0.22 MPa (2.2 bar) at the mainshock hypocenter (Fig.
S9).
Considering a large range of possible source dimensions, we
took the intermediate value k = 0.32 in Sato and Hirasawa (1973)
model as a representative, based on which the cumulative shear
stress increases by 0.38 MPa (3.8 bar) at the mainshock hypocenter (Fig. 6). We also estimated the source radius by assuming a
constant stress drop (σ ) of 3 MPa (Dodge et al., 1996; Huang
et al., 2020). The Ms 6.4 hypocenter is also located outside the
rupture zone of the foreshocks, where the cumulative shear stress
increases by 0.26 MPa (2.6 bar) at the mainshock hypocenter (Fig.
S10).
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagrams for preslip (a), cascade triggering (b) and ambient slow slip event (SSE) or ﬂuid ﬂow (c). (d) Seismicity migration pattern if SSE (blue color)/ﬂuid
ﬂow (red color) is the dominant driving force.

2012; Shelly et al., 2013). However, our observations of the backand-forth spatial patterns and intermittent episodes of foreshocks
are inconsistent with the ﬂuid diffusion model.
If the foreshocks are driven by spontaneous slow slip event
(fault creep) that occurred exterior to the mainshock hypocenter
(Fig. 7c), the seismicity is anticipated to be characterized by repeated rupture and directional migration consistent with the slip
front, and steadily increasing seismicity preceding the mainshock
(Kato et al., 2012; Ruiz et al., 2014; Uchida et al., 2016). One
may argue that the migration of seismicity toward the 2021 Ms
6.4 Yangbi mainshock hypocenter during the beginning of period
1 may be explained by slow slip (aseismic) propagation. A combination of aseismic transients and static stress transfer has been
suggested by the observation of 2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest foreshock sequence (Huang et al., 2020) and numerical simulations of
slip on faults (Cattania and Segall, 2021). However, the slow-slip
driving mechanism is not supported by our observations of the
back-and-forth spatial patterns. Moreover, the absence of repeating foreshocks is unlikely to favor a process driven by aseismic
slip (fault creep) in the foreshock period. In addition, no detectable
slow slip event was reported before the Ms 6.4 mainshock dated
back to 2018 on the GPS network (Fig. S12) extremely close to the
fault, with 3 GPS stations within 9 km to the mainshock epicenter
that were located on both sides of the fault (Zhang et al., 2021a).
Furthermore, migration behavior can also be interpreted as evidence for direct triggering between foreshocks: successive rupture
of neighboring asperities, with each event nucleating at the edge
of previous ones, and rare rerupture of the same asperity (as in
Fig. 6). The foreshock sequence before the 1999 Izmit (Ellsworth
and Bulut, 2018) and 1999 Hector Mine (Yoon et al., 2019) exhibit
a cascade behavior similar to our observations in this study. Therefore, we consider that the stress perturbation of foreshocks is the
primary factor triggering the mainshock, and it is not necessary to
invoke slow slip to explain the observations.
An important question concerning foreshocks is why they are
small and cannot evolve into a much larger rupture. Previous
studies show the stress and strength on faults are heterogeneous,

therefore the magnitude of earthquakes depends on their hypocentral location, which largely determines the extent and rupture process of earthquakes (Yang et al., 2019; Yao and Yang, 2022; Yang
et al., 2022a). Therefore, the foreshocks did not occur at the “right”
position to potentially become the mainshock. Besides, it is intriguing to observe that the mainshock rupture swept the fault area
where the foreshocks occurred, i.e. the patches of foreshocks were
ruptured twice in less than 3 days. Future studies of mainshock
and aftershocks using the dense seismic monitoring system (Li et
al., 2021; Yang et al., 2022b) may depict potential fault branches
and stress patterns on fault, which will provide a comprehensive
understanding of such rerupturing on the same fault patch in a
short term.
7. Conclusions
We presented a high-precision catalog of the foreshock sequence before the 2021 M S 6.4 Yangbi mainshock based on nearﬁeld data from a local seismic network and derived the source parameters of the largest foreshocks. The spatial-temporal evolution
of foreshocks is not consistent with either signature of a pre-slip
nucleation process of the mainshock or slow slip and/or ﬂuid diffusion along the mainshock ruptured fault. Rather, the 2021 Yangbi
foreshock sequence can be well explained by stress triggering, particularly for those large ones occurring close to each other. The
high-precision relative locations reveal that most of the large foreshocks rupture adjacent patches along the fault plane, which further suggests a cascade of stress transfer. It is not necessary to
invoke aseismic slip nor high ﬂuid pressure to explain the foreshocks and mainshock nucleation process for the Yangbi sequence.
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